1. Review speed ranges for the TEC auto duplexing requirement, considering mono, color, and optional duplexing
2. Investigate providing archived Qualified Product Lists for previous specification versions
3. Review TEC Proposal, including:
   a) Impact of old data, DFEs, and 230 V models on TEC results, and
   b) Qualification rates in the important workgroup segment (~40 ipm)
4. Review classification of small format high-performance IJ
5. Review OM proposal, including:
   a) Impact of old data and DFEs on OM results, and
   b) Changes to adders: 0.15 W for hard drive; 0.2 W for touch panel
6. Review DFE proposal, including:
   a) Alternatives to Type 3 DFE definition,
   b) Testing Type 2 DFEs, and
   c) Sleep incentives